
NAME:          TECH DAY:   

 

SIM CITY DAILY ENGINEERING PROBLEM SOLVING WORKSHEET 
 

 
Ia.  Problem:        
       
        
 
IIa. Research: Circle the data source that you used to 
determine that this was a problem: 
 

1. Graphs     2. Data Views     3. RCI meter  
4. Budget Panel/query tool 
 

IIb.  Identify which Graph/Data View/Budget Panel/RCI 
selection you used (examples: “power graph”, “water 
pollution”, “education expenses” “I-HT”) 

       
        
 
IIc. Describe what the data source showed about your problem: (examples: “usage higher than capacity”, 
“high water pollution near res. zones”, “student capacity much higher than # of students”):   
              
              

               
 

III.  List 2 possible solutions   

               

               
 

IV.  Select hypothetical best solution:             
 

V.  Construct - Implement / design -build or do what you identified in IV above. 
 

VI. Test and Evaluate   

a.  Circle the data source that you used to determine if your solution worked: 
 

1. Graphs      2. Data Views      3. RCI meter   4. Budget Panel/query tool 
 

VI b.  Describe what  your data source showed you – that is, how did it help you to determine if your 
solution worked or not? 
                
 
VII a.  Communicate: Did your solution work?          
 
VII b.  In what other ways do you think your city might be affected by your solution (besides the effect you tried 
to achieve?) 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
VIII.  Redesign:  What would you do next time?    
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